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ASTE 523 Mechanical Details

• The course has approximately 90 students at both USC in southern CA and Purdue 
University in northwestern Indiana

– Nonetheless, our very strong goal is to make the course interactive

– We want you to get involved in the course and haggle over the details of 
whether and how we can build a large scale, near-term, income generating 
lunar settlement – can we have ordinary people (including graduate 
students) living and working on the Moon in the next decade?

– There is no “right” answer.  There are pluses and minuses to every 
approach, and we want to understand these

• Most of the course information will be distributed on the course website:

www.smad.com/aste523
Class participation is difficult in the televised class environment.  It is also critical to getting the 

most out of the class and is required and will be graded
• In-class participants are strongly encouraged to ask questions and 

make comments and suggestions

• All participants are required to submit at least 3 questions or comments 
via E-mail within 48 hours after each class  (send E-mails to 
wertz523@smad.com with cc to the TA at ksampson@usc.edu) 

– If your grade is borderline, class participation will be a decision criteria

– If you get lost about anything, contact the course administrator, Julie 
Jackson, at jjackson@smad.com or 310-539-2306

We will do our best to make the course interesting, fun, and thought provoking.  

To do this, we need your help and cooperation.

http://www.smad.com/aste523
mailto:wertz523@smad.com
mailto:jjackson@smad.com
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Grading

• Class Participation — 15%
– Class participation is difficult in the televised class environment.  It is also critical 

to getting the most out of the class and is required and will be graded

• Participants are strongly encouraged to ask questions and make comments 
and brilliant suggestions on how to get it done 

• All participants are required to submit at least 3 questions or comments via E-
mail within 48 hours after each class  (send E-mails to wertz523@smad.com
with cc to ksampson@usc.edu) 

– If your grade is borderline, class participation will be used as a decision criteria

• Homework — 25% (may be reduced)
– Due 1 week after it is assigned; can be 1 week late with 10% penalty

– Is not accepted more than 1 week late

– All homework should be submitted to ksampson@usc.edu

• Midterm — 20%
– Open book and open notes; will need calculator;  computer is not allowed

– Mostly numerical problems, short answers, or short essays

• Final Report — 40% (may be increased)
– A substantial essay rather than a final exam

– Intended to cover course topics in more detail than occurred in the course

• Class absences
– The press of work causes most of us to miss class from time to time

– When that happens, it’s your responsibility to make up whatever was missed

mailto:wertz523@smad.com
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Text and Course Notes

• There is no required text for the course

• Supplementary material

Moon Village Association, The Lunar Commerce Portfolio, first edition, 2022, 

electronic copy, no cost

NASA, Lunar Exploration Objectives, 2006, electronic copy, no cost

Wertz and Larson, Reducing Space Mission Cost, 1996.  List $60.00

Available to ASTE-523 participants for $35*

Wertz, Everett, and Puschell, Space Mission Engineering, 2011.  List $125.00

Available to ASTE-523 participants for $60*

Sarsfield, The Cosmos on a Shoestring, 1998.  Available at no cost at: 

http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/MR864

• Course Notes available only as electronic copy at no cost

Note: The notes will be a challenge, as they will be created throughout

the semester as the course proceeds. Most likely will be distributed

electronically.

* Reduced price only for ASTE-523 participants available at the Microcosm Bookstore, 

www.astrobooks.com (bookstore@smad.com or 310-539-2306)

– 5% discount on all book prices

– Must identify yourself as an ASTE-523 participant
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The Reality of a Near-Term Lunar Settlement

• This course examines the potential for creating a near-term, low-cost, 

profit-making lunar settlement.

• While I believe the potential for doing this is very high, this is not a 

common opinion throughout the space community.

• The most common opinion is likely along the lines of “Wertz just 

doesn’t understand the complexity of real space missions.”

• We will examine the evidence, both for and against this, with some care 

during the course.

• In the end, you should examine all of the evidence carefully and draw your 

own conclusions.

In order to create large, substantive changes in the cost and utility of lunar 
settlements we will need major changes in what is created, in the process

used to create it, in the technology, and, most likely, in all of them.
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Background – Microcosm Experience in Space Mission 

Engineering and Reducing Mission Cost

• Microcosm literally “wrote the book” on 
Space Mission Engineering

• J. Wertz is the editor and a principal 
author of Space Mission Analysis and
Design (SMAD), the astronautics text
most widely used worldwide since 1991

• SMAD has now been replaced by Space
Mission Engineering: the New SMAD,
also published by Microcosm 

• J. Wertz also taught “The Design of 

Low-Cost Missions” at USC since 1999.

Some areas where we need help

Space economics Legal issues Business development
Settlement architecture   Co-branding income Marketing the Moon

Settling the Moon isn’t primarily a technology issue.  It’s an economic, legal, social, 

scientific, technical, and political issue that needs a variety of skilled professionals.

Microcosm has extensive experience in space mission design, reducing mission cost, 

and increasing income, but there are other areas that are equally or more critical.

0-6
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Additional Background – Dr. Shirley Dyke, Purdue University

RETHi’s goal is to establish a comprehensive systems resilience framework
to support design, operation, and management of efficient and effective 
long-term deep space habitats

0-7

• Professor of Mechanical & Civil Engineering

– Research in smart structures, health 

monitoring, computer vision, cyber-

physical systems, hybrid simulation, 

cyberinfrastructure development, etc

• Director of NASA-funded RETH institute

– https://www.purdue.edu/rethi/

• Director of Intelligent Infrastructure Systems 

Lab

– https://engineering.purdue.edu/iisl/ 
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• UCLA Astrophysics 2020

• Currently pursuing 
AeroAstro PhD at Purdue

• Interested in 
Autonomous Space 
Robotics

• Worked for MITRE for 1.5 
years in CO Springs

• Hobbies include cooking, 
playing video games, and 
martial arts

• Originally from San Jose, 
CA

Additional Background – Sidh Sikka, Purdue University
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Key People Associated with this Course

• Instructor:  Dr. James Wertz 
• Adjunct Prof of Astronautics, USC

• President, Microcosm

• Mobile:  310-529-2780, jwertz@smad.com 

• Guest Instructor:  Dr. Shirley Dyke
• Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Civil Engineering, Purdue

• Office: 765-494-7434, sdyke@purdue.edu

• Assistant Instructor:  Sidh Sikka
• Graduate student at Purdue

• Mobile: 408-393-1391, sidhsikka123@yahoo.com

• Teaching Assistant (TA):  Kevin Sampson
• Teaching Assistant, USC  

• Mobile: 609-694-9103, ksampson@usc.edu

• Administrative Issues:  Julie Jackson
• Administrator, Microcosm

• Office: 310-539-2306, jjackson@smad.com

• Data on O’Neill Space Colony:  Robin Snelson
• President of SSI (formerly L5 Society)

• Office: 661-750-2774, robin@ssi.org

0-9

mailto:sidhsikka123@yahoo.com
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TOPICS

1.  Summary.  What can be done in the near term and why do we believe that?

What can be done differently than has been done or proposed in the past?  What 

knowledge have we gained?  What goals have changed?  How do goals and objectives 

change from a government-driven to a commercial-driven program? 

2.  Why aren’t we there yet?

Why have we not built settlements on the Moon or planets?  Why has this been so hard?

3.  Background

History of O’Neill colonies, Moon missions, and reducing cost, the range of cost options, 

cost vs. risk and reliability

4.  Reducing Cost

Commercial goals and methods vs. Science goals and methods, doing most of the work 

inside, using lunar oxygen to reduce transportation cost

5.  Creating Income

The lunar colonies have more ways to generate external income (income beyond what is 

needed to keep the colony going) than any cities on Earth – including, for example, 3He for 

clean energy generation on Earth, lunar tourism, lunar burial, science and exploration, co-

branding, gravitational biology, sports and entertainment, plus many more.

6.  The major problem areas and how to address them

The most likely problem areas:  lack of nitrogen (unfortunately nitrogen is very heavy) and

long distance transportation on the Moon (the Moon is really big).  The biggest issue is 

likely microgravity with both good and bad elements
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TOPICS - 2

7.  Building Lunar Settlements (in pairs)

Mining, processing, and using lunar materials to build a fun, high value, low cost lunar 
settlement.  Starting with a small “settlement” and moving to larger ones at different 
locations over time.

8.  Maintaining safety and reducing personnel risk

We expect the lunar environment to be safer than any Earth environment

9.  Education

It will be critical to teach students about the Moon and expansion into the Universe in 
their own language; this will be time consuming and hard, but important

10. Economic models of both cost and income

Need economic models to justify the cost of getting underway; want to have some 
income generation even before landing on the Moon

11. Legal issues

Who owns the Moon, the land, and stuff that we find or build on it?  (May be the single 
biggest impediment to colonizing the Moon.)

12. Architecture

What architecture takes advantage of the unique environment of the Moon and the needs 
of the lunar residents?

13. Government

How do we set up and maintain a government (or governments) that meet the needs of 
the people living on the Moon?
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TOPICS - 3

14. Marketing

How do we market the expansion of mankind into the solar system to the far larger 
community that stays here on Earth and has to pay for it?

15. Business plan

We need to create a credible business plan for building lunar settlements that can grow 
and prosper over time

16. Areas of graduate student participation

What are the principal areas of potential research for graduate students, both on the 
Earth and on the Moon.

17.  Lunar colony vs. on-orbit hotel

What are the relative cost and income for lunar colony vs. the planned on-orbit hotel?

18.  Human vs. robotic missions

Cost of human vs. robotic missions.  Differential cost vs. total cost.  Simple missions vs. 
“multi-missions.”  Ability to fix problems.  Cost of mission failure.

19. Summary

A summary of what has been learned about a near-term, low-cost lunar settlement and 
what are the long poles in the tent, i.e., what is required to get from here to there.

Appendix.  Basic properties of the Moon

What are the materials on the Moon?  What are the orbit properties relative to living on 
the Moon?  What does the Earth look like from the Moon?
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To be Successful, 

the Course Must Be Interactive

• For this course to help create near-term lunar settlements, it must be interactive

— For purely passive learning, it’s easier and far cheaper to just read the background 

material — but experience has shown that this doesn’t work well

— Facts, equations, and supplier lists are not the key issues, nor is it a matter of the 

right philosophy and all will go well — it is a careful combination of engineering, 

mindset, and “social” issues, such as marketing, legal issues, & economic design

— Interactivity and the exchange of ideas are the keys to making this work

— Questions or comments during class are appreciated.  If you’re in class, ask 

questions at any point.  If you’re not in class, send your real-time comments or 

questions to the course TA at ksampson@usc.edu and he’ll ask them for you.

— Class requirement:  send 3 questions by Saturday night to BOTH 

wertz523@smad.com AND ksampson@usc.edu

— After the first class we’ll spend half the time answering prior questions and 

comments and half on new material

It is far more important to discuss issues than to finish the day’s charts. 

Class participation is important.  It is also required.

mailto:ksampson@usc.edu
mailto:wertz523@smad.com
mailto:ksampson@usc.edu
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What’s the Goal of the Course and 

the Associated Technical Work?

• Our goal is pretty simple:  To create a real, near-term lunar settlement that brings 

In quite a bit more money than it costs, with income starting even before the first 

settlement is built

• Both low cost and income generation are critical.  We’ll start with low cost

• Most important for real cost reduction: work primarily inside, rather than outside

– Make the indoor space big enough to house most day-to-day activities:

• Working, walking in the park, running, and playing basketball

• Working indoors enables the real cost saver -- Use existing 
commercial/industrial/consumer hardware and software

– Reduces procurement cost by a factor of 100 to >1000 (may get a lot for free)

– Greatly improved reliability, spare parts, manuals, and user experience 
(manuals and repair instructions available on-line)

– May be able to use much of the commercial equipment outside as well 

• Modify for use in vacuum (good heat conduction paths added) and a 
dusty environment; Consider using mining or underwater equipment

– Principal exception is no gasoline powered equipment

» Gas sells for $3,999.999/10 per gallon and pollution is a problem
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Other Ways to Reduce Cost

— Build simple elements (i.e., the settlement enclosure on the Moon, buildings, 

tables, chairs, and similar stuff) from materials that are already on the Moon

— For anything more complex (computers, communications equipment, light 

bulbs, bicycles, and clothing), bring it from Earth

— Almost anything that comes from Earth stays on the Moon

— The “Maytag repairman” is really busy on the Moon

— So is the person who buys your stuff and then rents it to next set of folks 

that come to the Moon

The principal method for reducing cost is to do most of the work inside using 

equipment that is simple to build (desks and chairs) or brought from Earth 

(computers, lighting, and cooking equipment). 

We also need to look at income and we’ll do that shortly.

Don’t reinvent the wheel, the bicycle, the electric car, or the iPhone.
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Practical Space Colonization—

The Critical Issues are Motivation and Money

• Why would we colonize the Moon, planets or space itself?

1. To preserve humankind if the Earth becomes 

uninhabitable

2. To explore and experience new lands

3. To expand human presence into the Universe

4. To have fun and make money, lots and lots of money

• Who is going to pay for it?

– Possibly all of us collectively (hasn’t worked very well so far), or 
possibly whoever wants a new way to make lots and lots of $$$

If people are going to live and work in space, on the Moon, Mars, or anywhere in 

the solar system, who is going to pay for it, and why?   It’s not cheap, so what 

will these people do for a living other than eat, sleep, and pick up rocks? 

• Most discussions of space colonization focus on technology issues 
such as where we could live or how we would get there

• But what we truly need for space colonization are motivation and money

These are real, but 

aren't seen as critical 

or needed immedi-

ately by most of the 

people around us.

A less lofty goal, 

but one that is 

easily understood 

by most people.

Colonists anywhere in space will earn a living by doing whatever it is

that either generates income in excess of cost or that others will pay for.

0-16
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What is a Lunar Settlement?

• What do we mean by Lunar Colony or Lunar Settlement?

— A lunar settlement (or lunar colony) is a place on the Moon where 

people can live, work, or stay for extended periods (i.e., days, 

months, or years) in a normal Earth-like setting, except for being 

in 1/6th g. 

— The lunar settlement enclosure is an air-tight shell that provides 

a one atmosphere environment

— It should also provide protection from space radiation essentially 

equivalent to being on Earth

• A space settlement or space colony is any place in space where we 

can live for an extended time, most likely inside a large man-made 

structure

A lunar settlement is people-oriented and not necessarily intended for

any specific project or activity—think of it as an air-tight football 

stadium with 500 people and lots of different businesses in it.
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In-Space Enclosure vs. Lunar Enclosure

Typical space station design

— All elements designed, tested, and 

manufactured on Earth, then brought to 

space—relatively complex design

— Small volume, large surface area

— Needs propulsion for orbit maintenance 

and control

— Only marginally stable—Needs continuous 

attitude determination and control 

— Momentum and inertial properties change 

whenever new hardware is added

Lunar settlement enclosure design

— Manufactured on the Moon from lunar 

materials—simple design

— Large volume, small surface area

— No propulsion

— No attitude determination and control

— System is stable (more so than on 

Earth)

— Basically similar to a large building on 

Earth, except it will be an airtight 

enclosure in 1/6th g
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NASA’s Artemis Program

• The NASA Artemis program was created in 2017as a redefinition of several 

prior programs

• Basic goal is to combine prior Moon and Mars programs with international and 

commercial partners to enable human expansion into the solar system, starting 

with the Moon and Mars

• Near-term emphasis is on Human return to the Moon (Artemis was the twin sister 

of Apollo)

• First unmanned launch was in Nov, 2022 (mission was successful)

• First manned lunar landing will be Artemis 3, currently scheduled for 2025.   Will 

include the first woman and the first person of color to land on the Moon.

• Subsequent missions will occur at the rate of approximately 1/year, with lunar 

stays of up to 2 months

• Artemis has not generated a high level of enthusiasm, which could lead to the program 
slowing further or being redefined again

• Mark Whittington, Robert Zubrin, and Buzz Aldrin have all disagreed with the 

program

• Has not generated a great deal of public support or enthusiasm

0-19
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Lunch on the Moon

• Traditional activity in space or on the Moon

• Ordinarily space or lunar projects are seen as complex, expensive 
projects that have been planned in detail for years

• How do we get to simple, everyday lunar activities, that make money?

• A real estate developer builds and then sells for profit a lunar settlement 
(i.e., the outside enclosure)

• A builder buys some land in the settlement and builds a 3-story building

• He leases the first-floor corner space to Burger King, that starts up a 
traditional restaurant

• A CNN reporter comes in and buys a burger

• How do the lunar burger and a Long Beach burger differ?

• The lunar burger is likely vegetarian (not many cows on the Moon)

• The lunar burger is $20, but CNN doesn’t care

• Burger King is likely losing money (high rent, few customers), but also 
doesn’t care—they’re now advertising “the Best Whopper in the known 
Universe!” and have Moon photos on every burger wrapper

Business on the Moon and in Long Beach are essentially similar, 

except that we have both advertising and co-branding on the Moon.

0-20
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Example of an Atypical (but potentially very large)

Income Source on the Moon

“Hello.  I’m Julie Wellman and I’m 
a graduate student at the 
University of Southern California 
and I’m Laura Koerner, a graduate 
student at Purdue.  We’re both 
working in the brand new and 
exciting field of gravitational 
biology here near the south pole 
of the Moon.  The terrain here is 
over 100 million years old and is 
pretty rugged, but it’s no problem 
for our all-electric Ford Luna.  Gas 
would be a bit pricy here on the 
Moon, but our Luna uses only 
electricity and is pretty stingy on 
that.  Enjoy the halftime show.  
We’ll check in later to show you 
how the Luna works in this 
terrain.”

Imagine that the Superbowl Halftime Show 

6 or 7 years from now is ready to begin.

0-21

The biggest problem with this ad is the 

number of grad school applicants that 

would show up at Purdue and USC.
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Background—O’Neill  Space Colonies or Settlements

• O’Neill Colonies in space (at the L4 and L5 Lagrange Points) are huge (30 km 
long, 8 km in diameter) and rotating so as to produce a 1 g environment for 
the inhabitants; great living conditions, no mosquitos, no hurricanes

• They are built from material brought from the surface of the Moon using a 
mass driver, similar to the accelerator used on some carnival rides

• Because of the broad interest over 20 years, roughly 1000 professional 
papers and about a dozen conferences and books have defined the 
technology and the process of building the O’Neill Space Settlement  

• Bottom line: It can be built, but is really expensive and doesn’t create income

Introduced by Princeton 

physicist Gerard O’Neill in 

1974

0-22
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The O’Neill Lunar Settlement—Dramatically Reduce the Size of 

an O’Neill Space Colony and Move It to the Moon

• 3 domes for 1,000 people, each has 2× the area of a 100,000-person stadium

• Excellent living conditions for an extended stay in 1/6th g

• Nearly all the raw materials are already on the Moon 

• Can do most of the work inside, rather than outside

• Can use everyday commercial equipment brought from Earth

• Many sources of external income = work not needed to support the colonists 

•     Space Tourism •  Lunar Burial •  Co-Branding

• Entertainment/Sports • 3He for Earth •  Many more

O’Neill Lunar 

Settlement

0-23
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Why would We want to Build an O’Neill Lunar Settlement? 

What Are the Objectives that Make it Worthwhile?

1.  High Income—even as we start out

• Intended specifically as a business that generates income from the 
start and grows rapidly over time

• Initial income is from construction, O2, some science and tourism

• When up and running. income is from tourism, lunar burial, education, 
gravitational biology, advertising, co-branding, 3He, and lots more

• Some businesses will make money, some will not.  (If Burger King 
fails, McDonald’s takes over that slot)

2.  Low Cost—much less than the income

• Estimate for a 1,000-person lunar settlement: $3B to create, $13B to 
get to the Moon over several years, and $2B/yr to support, with no 
more than 10% from one company or country 

• Will work very hard to drive down cost.  May not meet the objective 
above, but I expect that we can come close

• Will work from the outset in a “commercial” or “industrial” mode—
finding the right balance in what we undertake and doing it quickly, 
safely, and at low cost, but not “optimally”

We want to build on the remarkable work that NASA, DoD, and the global space 

community have done over 50 years to create a robust environment for human 

expansion to the Moon to benefit all of us (particularly those who make it happen). 

0-24
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O’Neill Lunar Settlement Objectives – 2

3.  Near Term—not interested in income 50 years from now

• Want to start work on the settlement today

• Want to start building it within 2–3 years

• Want income generation to start when we start building it (or before)

• Want full-scale Settlement on the rim of Copernicus in 10–15 yrs

4.  Low Risk

• Low technical risk—using primarily existing technology, most 
of it inside the settlement

• Low to moderate financial risk—High profit margins with 20+ ways to 
generate income

• Safer for people than living on Earth—The lunar environment is harsh, 
but hurricanes, floods, tornadoes, and poisonous snakes don’t exist 
and nothing in the environment regards you as lunch

• Getting there is the riskiest part.  We’re currently working on 
responsive launch, a key technology for in-space rescue, as 
identified by Dr. Grant Cates of Aerospace Corp

These are reasonable objectives.  The real question is, Can we 

achieve them, and how?

0-25
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Additional Valuable Elements for Building 

a Near-Term Lunar Settlement

1.  Commercial/Industrial Approach

• Want settlement construction to be driven primarily by 
businesses with inputs and cooperation from government, 
academia, and individuals

2. Emphasis on Near-Term Profitability

• Want to generate income in the near-term, even before the first 
lunar settlement is built

• Think of lunar colonies as analogous to settling California—a 
series of individual actions by multiple organizations and people, 
rather than a single grand plan—this gives more opportunities for 
success and less consequences of failure

3.  Graduate Students for both Research and Generating Enthusiasm

• Want graduate students from a wide variety of disciplines (law, 
economics, marketing, geology, biology, astrodynamics, & more)

• Doing work both on Earth and among the first lunar residents

We want to change the paradigm for building a lunar settlement from a planned 

science and technology experiment controlled entirely by Earth governments 

with science and political objectives to a business, entertainment, and profit-

oriented set of companies literally creating “a new world on the Moon.”

0-26
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O’Neill Lunar Colony Cost Model

• Round-Trip Rocket Fare by class at $1,600/kg =  $725/lb  =  $45/oz:

— Tourist/visitor (economy class)  =  150 kg on the Moon  =  $300K

— Tourist/visitor (first class)  =  250 kg on the Moon  =  $500K

— Office worker/bureaucrat  =  500 kg on the Moon  =  $1M

— Construction worker/explorer = 1–2.5 tons on the Moon = $2M–$5M

— Office/construction supplies 

are essentially all one way

• Recurring Annual Cost:

Our 1,000-person lunar colony now costs $3B to create, $13B to get to the 

Moon over several years, and $2B/yr to support, with no more than 10% from 

one company or country.

But, our 1,000-person settlement generates over $100 Billion/yr in income.

Category Per Office or Service Worker Per Explorer 1,000 People

Transportation Cost (resupply & 

crew exchange every 3 years)

0.2t = $0.3M/yr 1.0t = $1.5M/yr 500t = $0.8B/yr

Personnel Cost—On the Moon $0.15M/yr $1.2M/yr $150M/yr

Misc. equipment/Nitrogen resupply — — 600t = $1B/yr

Bottom line—Any business that can 

work at 2–3 times the personnel cost in 

the US can be successful on the Moon.

0-27
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When Fully Up and Running, the Lunar Settlement should generate an 

Estimated  Annual External Income of $150 Billion to $800 Billion

Source Basis (per year) Annual Income

Tourism 600 tourists/mon = 7,000/year@ $1M–$2M each $7B–$14B

Space Burial 100,000 to 500,000@$5K–$20K each $0.5B–$10B

Helium-3 10–30 tons @ $3B/ton $30B–$90B

Diplomats/National Representatives 200 people $1.0M/person $0.2B

Entertainment and the Arts ??? $2B–$10B

Mining/Minerals (except 3He) ??? $2B–$10B

Science Astronomy, Geology, Biology, Physics, Chemistry $2B–$5B

The Moon Wheel for low-g biology ??? Basic science needed for solar system exploration $1B

Solar System Exploration 20% of NASA budget + commercial $5B

Solar Power Satellites 2–10 @$8.5B each $17B–$85B

Knowledge Preservation (Lunar 
Library)

??? $0.5B–$1B

Manufacturing Low and 0-g manufacturing, structural components for 
use in space

$2B–$5B

Co-Branding (Separate estimate available) $85B–$560B

Total Annual External Income $153B–$796B

Details of Individual Income Sources are available.
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NASA Lunar Exploration Commercial Objectives - 1
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NASA Lunar Exploration Commercial Objectives - 2
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NASA Lunar Exploration Commercial Objectives - 3

This 3-page list has 14 Commercial Objectives vs. 13 Income Sources on the prior table.  

About half of the income sources are in common between the two tables.
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What Would a Tourist Do on the Moon?

• Sit, stand, walk—at 1/6th your weight on Earth—every moment you’ll know 
you’re on the Moon

• Literally watch the Earth turn as the terminator stays fixed and, over the 
course of 3 hours, New York, Denver, then Los Angeles cross the sunset 
line into darkness

• Tour the mountains, maria, rills, and craters, some over 100 km across

• Recreation—bicycling, diving, swimming, gymnastics, basketball (no golf)

• Performances— performers, and athletes who hang in the air forever 

• Use a small telescope to see places on Earth you’ve never seen and views 
of the planets, nebulae, and galaxies with a clarity you've never seen

• Visit the Far Side Observatory, where you can see a side of the Moon no 
one on Earth has ever seen and, at night, look at a sky that is blacker than 
any on Earth

• Try on a space suit and walk on the lunar surface in the vacuum of space

• Try food from around the world cooked by people from around the world 
and try lunar veggie burgers (perhaps not a gourmet treat)

• And, of course, spend time in bed with you and your partner both 
weighing 1/6th of what you do on Earth
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The Tycho Memorial Park – An example of what 

could be a Part of the Economic Start-Up

• The crater Tycho is hardly visible from Earth most of the month, but at Full 
Moon it becomes the single most identifiable location in the Universe 
(Tycho is the crater in the bottom center of the photo on the left), visible 
from everywhere on Earth (over a 24-hour period) where there’s a clear sky

• The Tycho Memorial Park, in the mountains at the crater’s center, will have 
small vials of ashes of people from around the world, perhaps some of your 
relatives, at a place in the heavens that can be seen by everyone on Earth
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For a Short Moment, 

Think About the Past Instead of the Future

• For the moment, forget about astronautics and spaceflight and the future 
and think about the past—are there people that you want to remember, 
who have died?

– The victims of the Holocaust

– Pres. Kennedy or Martin Luther King or others who are heroes for you

– Your own relatives who have died, your parents or grandparents, or a 
sibling, child, or friend

• At the next Full Moon take 1 minute and go outside and look at the Moon 
and think about those that you want most to remember

– Look for the crater Tycho—the most visible and identifiable location in 
all the heavens—& think about people who meant a lot to all of us or to 
you personally

– What if there were a memorial to them, a small amount of ashes or DNA 
sample, right there in the middle of the Crater Tycho, that would stay 
there, not just for hundreds of years, but for millions of years

Tycho is a unique location for those of us that still live on Earth, and there is 

the possibility that YOU could stand on the rim of Tycho and see the Earth 

overhead and mountains in the middle with a memorial for all of those who 

have gone before and made possible our expansion into the solar system.
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What Does the Portuguese Ambassador to the 

Moon (PAM) Do to Keep Busy?

• Like all ambassadors, the first job is to take care of the problems and 

concerns of wealthy (and likely fussy) Portuguese tourists

• Talk in real time (with a 2 sec round-trip delay) to every middle school and 

high school class in Portugal, telling them what living on the Moon is like

– In Portuguese, NOT in English or Spanish

– Compare it to locations or scenes in Portugal

– Watch a ball tossed in the air at the same time as the classroom kids

– Show them what Portugal looks like as seen from the Moon

– Convince the schoolkids that they want to help make Portugal a part 

of the expansion of humankind into the solar system

• Work with companies and countries to find ways to make Portugal a part 

of the Solar System economy

• Show others back on Earth the view out the window or, at night, the 

surface of the Moon in Earthlight

• In the evening he or she runs the Portuguese restaurant to convince 

wealthy tourists from elsewhere in world to visit beautiful Portugal

The Portuguese Ambassador to the Moon has one of the most sought-after 

jobs in the Portuguese government and stays remarkably busy.
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There is a Very Real Interest in a Lunar Colony 

Large Enough to Support Tourism (and lots to do)

• Frommer’s "The Moon, A 

Guide for First Time Visitors"

is indicative of the interest.

• The science and engineering 

community tend to regard 

“people activities,” such as 

tourism, advertising, or space 

burial as irrelevant, 

inappropriate, or even as a 

distraction to science and 

exploration, whereas they may 

be among the largest sources 

of income on the Moon and 

the principal driver of interest 

and support.

Even in down-

town Manhattan, 

you could turn a 

corner, look up 

and see the 

Moon, and say to 

your companion 

"I was there.  Our 

hotel was just to 

the left of the  

terminator."

The economic engine for the Moon 

is driven by "people activities" 

and physical resources.
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Economic Justification Revisited

• For countries

— No country or culture wants to be left behind when mankind advances 
into the solar system in a way that is visible to the whole world

• For companies and entrepreneurs 

— More ways to make money and create income than any city on Earth

— Service and entertainment—tourism, movies, TV specials

— Essentially unlimited energy and natural resources

— Science, high tech, and environmental monitoring

— Transportation and exploration, on or off the Moon (lunar gems)

— And using everything that's there for advertising and co-branding

• For individuals

— More jobs for skilled labor than anywhere on Earth

— Monitoring and repair of everything from huge space telescopes 
to bicycles and toasters—nothing gets thrown out

— Tourists from every country on Earth on very expensive vacations 
need someone to speak their language and show them around

— The chance to be a part of the future, explore where no human has 
ever been, and discover stuff that no one has ever dreamed of 

Bottom line—there is greater economic justification for settling the Moon than there 

has been for any location on Earth.  It will likely create lots of lunar billionaires.
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Getting Underway

• On Earth—create the Near-Term Lunar Settlement Research Group (N-TLSRG) 

• Want government, academia, and industry organization with ideas from all

• Want an inclusive organization that can look for multi-element solutions

• The first objective is to find ways to make money from the outset

• On the Moon—we anticipate that the first active lunar company will be a 
for-profit Real Estate Developer (RED)

• Will build the first lunar settlements and then sell, lease, or rent the real 
estate that was created to business, governments, or individuals

• First products (before the settlement is complete, or even started) are O2

sent to LEO to dramatically reduce the cost of subsequent flights and 
water for use on the Moon—plants for growing lunar food will start quickly

• The first small colonies (2 for safety) will be a “House” for people to live in 
and a “Garage” settlements working in

• The House will be about 100 m in diameter (85,000 ft2) and 10 m high; the 
garage will be smaller; CisLune will build a landing pad on the regolith

• Likely located where water has been found near the pole

The first people on the Moon will be builders and business start-ups 

(along with a few researchers and tourists) getting stuff set up and getting 

underway on things the settlement needs or that make a profit.
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The USC Near-Term Lunar Settlement

Research Group (N-TLSRG)

• The basic goal is to do the needed lunar settlement research on the Earth and 
on the Moon by graduate students in many fields—a group that is inherently 
strongly interested in the results and can interest others

• Key issue—this is not an astronautics problem, but a social, legal, 
marketing, business, and government problem with some astronautics

• Representative research topic areas

• Economics — build an economic model of cost vs. income

• Law — Is it legal to own and sell lunar property or materials?

• Marketing — How to sell sports, tourism, products, and sex on the Moon?

• Business — Create a business case for multiple lunar businesses

• Real Estate Development—How do we build, sell, or lease lunar property? 

• Government — How do we create and run a lunar government?

• Power Source — How do we mine and use 3He for safe power for Earth?

• Architecture —How do we design lunar settlements for utility and beauty?

• Gravitational Biology—Plants, animals, and humans in 0 g, 1/6th g (Moon), 
0.4 g (Mars), 0.6 g, 1 g, 1.2 g, 1.5 g — the gravitational biology wheel

• Sports and Entertainment—What are the major income activities?

• Education, Science, and Exploration—Tremendous potential for all

We need to develop both income and enthusiasm for living on the Moon.
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The Consequences of Developing 

the O’Neill Lunar Settlement

If an O’Neill Lunar Settlement is built, then in the not-

too-distant future, one or more of the folks hearing this 

briefing, or reading the charts, or possibly someone that 

works with you or for you (or is you), could be living and 

working on the Moon for several months or a year or 

two.

That would be a pretty remarkable job!
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Background 

Information
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More Information in the Associated 

Lunar Settlement Background Data Package

Topic

• Practical Space Settlements

• Resources Available (and not available) on the Moon

• Cost Summary and Methods for Reducing Cost

• Generating Income on the Moon

• Comparison with Planned Near-Term LEO Hotel

• Risk Mitigation and Safety

• Problem Areas and Solutions

• Near-Term Research Areas

• Origin of the Near-Term Lunar Settlement Project

Chart

3

4

12

21

36

40

43

48

64
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O’Neill Settlements on the Moon

1.   No new technology needed—We can do this today

2.   Most work will be done inside using normal Earth equipment

3.   Living on the Moon will generally be safer than living on Earth

4.   Use oxygen, and possibly hydrogen, from the Moon as propellants to 
dramatically reduce transportation cost

5.   Estimated income at the start = $10B/yr (modest profit to start)

6.   Estimated income when up and running = $100B/yr with lots of profit

7.   Any business that can operate at labor rates 2–3 times that of the US 
can be profitable on the Moon—this creates remarkable advertising 

• Studies and Speculation have been ongoing for decades on building settlements 
on the Moon and planets to allow humankind to expand into the solar system

• in 1974, Gerard O’Neill at Princeton initiated an extensive discussion of building 
large human settlements in space, away from any moons or planets

By moving an enclosed O’Neill-style settlement to the surface of the Moon, we 

can dramatically reduce cost, provide clean nuclear energy for Earth, provide a 

fun and romantic tourist destination like no other, and generate $100 

billion/year near-term income from multiple lunar sources.

Creating an O’Neill Lunar Settlement reduces costs dramatically and produces 

sufficient income to allow businesses to make a profit from the beginning.
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Transportation Cost Drives both 

System and Personnel Costs 

• Transportation cost is critical, but can be dramatically reduced

— Old cost to go the Moon is ~8 times the cost to LEO or ~$80,000/kg

– Using O2 from the lunar regolith can reduce this by a factor of ~6

— 300 launches/year contributes an additional factor of 3 cost reduction due to 

economies of scale (using a 90% learning curve)

— Advanced technology launch cost reduction by factor of 2 to 5

• Possible sources:  Air launch, reusable vehicle, low-cost expendable

• SpaceX estimates “Starship” cost reduction by a factor of 50 to 200

— Net total cost reduction by factor of 35 to 200; assume for now a factor of 50

— Reduced cost to the Moon = $1,600/kg  =  $725/lb  =  $45/oz  

=  $1.6 million/metric ton and $2,000/kg round trip fare

— This should remain an independent variable in our analysis

• Round-Trip Rocket Fare by personnel class at $1,600/kg =  $725/lb  =  $45/oz:

— Tourist/visitor (economy class)  =  150 kg on the Moon  =  $300K

— Tourist/visitor (first class)  =  250 kg on the Moon  =  $500K

— Office worker/bureaucrat  =  500 kg on the Moon  =  $1M

— Construction worker/explorer  =  1 ton–2.5 tons on the Moon  =  $2M–$5M

— Office/construction supplies are essentially all one way

This one 

is key.
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